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ABSTRACT
Graph theory is the one of the most important concept which takes the great roll in
the electronic devices IC’s. These components are called chips, contain complex, layered
microcircuits that can be represented as sets of points interconnected by lines or arcs.
Engineers develop integrated chips with maximum component density and minimum total
interconnecting conductor length by using graph theory. This is important for optimizing
processing speed and electrical efficiency in this paper advanced labeling of graph as
implementation and also we have got new results on Fibonacci graceful labeling graphs
which helps in networking and electronic circuitry a lot.

INTRODUCTION
The paper by Leonhard Euler on the Seven Bridges of Konigsberg and published in
1736 is regarded as the first paper in the history of graph theory. This paper, as well as the
one written by Vandermonde on the knight problem, carried on with the analysis
suits initiated by Leibniz. Euler's formula related to the number of edges, vertices, and faces
of a convex polyhedron was studied and generalized by Cauchy and L'Huilier, and represents
the beginning of the branch of mathematics known as topology. More than hundred years
after Euler's paper on Königsberg bridges and while Listing was introducing the concept of
topology, Cayley was led by an interest in particular analytical forms arising from differential
calculus to study a particular class of graphs i,e trees. This study had many implications for
theoretical chemistry. Techniques for enumeration of graphs with particular properties.
Enumerative graph theory then from the results of Cayley and the fundamental results
published by Pólya between 1935 and 1937. These were generalized by De Bruijn in 1959.
Cayley mentioned his results on trees with contemporary studies of chemical
composition. The ideas with contemporary studies of chemical composition. The fusion of
ideas from mathematics with those from chemistry has become part of the standard
terminology of graph theory.
In particular, the term "graph" was introduced by Sylvester in a paper published in 1878
in Nature, where he drawn an analogy of "quantic- invariants" and "co-variants" of algebra
and molecular diagrams. Every invariant and co-variant thus becomes expressible by
a graph precisely identical with a Kekuléan diagram or chemicograph. Hence give a rule for
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the geometrical multiplication of graphs, i.e. for constructing a graph to the product of in- or
co-variants whose separate graphs are given.
Extremal graph theory
It is branch of the graph theory. Extremal graph theory studies maximal or
minimal graphs which satisfy a certain property. Extremality we can be taken with respect to
different graphs invariants, such as order, size or girth. It studies global properties of a graph
influencing local substructures of the graph.
For example, a simple extremal graph theory "graphs on n vertices have the maximum
number of edges" The extremal graphs are trees on n vertices, which have n − 1 edges.
Given graph P, an invariant u, and a set of graphs H, we wish to find the minimum value
of m such that every graph in H which has u larger than m possesses property P. In above
example, H was the set of n-vertex graphs, P was the property of being cyclic, and u was the
number of edges in the graph. There for every graph on n vertices with more than n − 1 edges
must contain a cycle.
Several foundational results in extremal graph theory are questions of the above-mentioned
form. For instance, the question of how many edges an n-vertex graph can have before it
must contain as sub graph a clique of size k is answered by Turán's theorem. Instead of
cliques, if the same question is asked for complete multi-partite graphs, the answer is given
by the Erdős–Stone theorem.

The autonomous development of topology from 1860 and 1930 fertilized graph theory back
through the works of Jordan, Kuratowski and Whitney. Another important factor of common
development of graph theory and topology came from the use of the techniques of modern
algebra.
The Turán graph T (n, r) is an example of an extremal graph. It has the maximum possible
number of edges for a graph on n vertices without (r+1) the four color problem remained
unsolved for more than a century. In 1969 Heinrich Heesch published a method for solving
the problem using computers. A computer-aided proof produced in 1976 by Kenneth Appel
and Wolfgang Haken makes fundamental use of the notion of "discharging" developed by
Heesch. The proof involved checking the properties of 1936 configurations by computer, and
was not fully accepted at the time due to its complexity. A simpler proof considering only
633 configurations was given twenty years later by Robertson, Seymour, Sanders and
Thomas.
Much interest in graph labeling began in mid-1960 with the conjecture of Ringel
(1964) and a paper by Rosa (1967). The popular Ringel-Kotzig (1964, 1965) conjecture that
all trees are graceful remains unsettled. In his classic paper, Rosa (1967) introduced 𝜷valuation, α-valuation and other labeling as a tool to decompose complete graphs. The 𝜷valuation was later called graceful labeling by Golomb (1972) and now this is the term most
widely used. Graham and Sloane (1980) introduced harmonious labeling in connection with
their study on additive bases problem stemming from error-correcting codes. Graceful
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labeling and harmonious labeling are the two basic labeling which were extensively studied.
Variations of graceful and harmonious labeling namely, α -valuation, elegant labeling and
cordial labeling have been introduced with different motivations in the field of graph
labeling.
In 1967, A. Rosa published a pioneering paper on graph labeling problems. A graph
labeling is an assignment of integers to the vertices or edges or both subject to certain
conditions. Labeled graphs serve as useful models for broad range of applications such as
coding theory, X-ray crystallography, radar, astronomy, circuit design, communication
networks and models for constraint programming over finite domain. Hence in the
intervening years various labeling of graphs such as graceful labeling, prime labeling, cordial
labeling, total cordial labeling, k-graceful labeling and odd graceful labeling etc.
Many labeling schemes have been introduced so far and they are explored as well by
many researchers. Graph labeling has enormous applications within mathematics as well as to
several areas of computer science and communication networks. Various applications of
graph labeling are reported in the work of Yegnanaryanan and Vaidhyanathan.
Over the period of four decades, more than six hundred papers have appeared on this
topic. This shows the rapid growth of the field. However, the fundamental understanding that
the characterization of graceful and other labeled graphs appears to be one of the most
difficult and hard problems in graph theory. In fact, recognition of the simplest labeled graph,
namely cordial graph, is a NP-complete problem, refer Kirchherr (1993). Due to these
inherent difficulties of these labeling, many mathematicians have shown interest in providing
necessary conditions and various sufficient conditions on labeled graphs hoping to improve
the understanding of the characteristic nature of the labeled graphs. Though the area of graph
labeling basically deals with theoretical study, the topic of graph labeling has been the subject
of research for a long time in the applied fields also. It is interesting to note that the labeled
graphs serve as useful models for a broad range of applications such as coding theory, X-ray
crystallography, radar, astronomy, circuit design and communication network address ( refer
Golomb (1972), Bloom and Golomb (1997) and Bermond (1979)).
A labeling (or valuation) of a graph G is an assignment f of labels from a set of nonnegative integers to the set of vertices of the graph G that induce a label for each edge uv
defined by the labels f (u) and f (v). Graceful and harmonious labeling are the two basic
labeling which were studied in the field of graph labeling.
BASIC DEFINITIONS:Graph Labeling
The Graph labeling is an assigning the values to the vertices or edges or both using certain
condition(s).
Vertex Labeling (Edge Labeling):If the set of vertices is domain of the mapping(edges), then the labeling is called a vertex
labeling (edge labeling).
A labeling: (𝐺) → {0, 1} is called binary vertex labeling of𝐺 and (V) is called the labeling of
the vertex V of 𝐺 under 𝑓.
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Notation 1.If for an edge 𝑒 = 𝑢V, the induced edge labeling
𝑓⃰: (𝐺) → {0, 1} is given by 𝑓∗(𝑒) = |𝑓(𝑢) − 𝑓(V)|.
Then V(𝑖) = number of vertices of 𝐺 having label 𝑖 under 𝑓
i= number of edges 𝐺 having label 𝑖 under 𝑓∗, where 𝑖 = 0 or 1.
W
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Cordial Labeling
A binary vertex labeling 𝑓 of a graph 𝐺 is said to be cordial labeling if |V (0)−V𝑓(1)| ≤ 1
and |𝑒𝑓(0)−𝑒𝑓(1)| ≤ 1. A graph 𝐺 admits cordial labeling if it is cordial.
The concept of cordial labeling was introduced by Cahit .The notion of prime labeling was
originated by Entringer and was introduced by Tout et al.
Prime Labeling

A prime labeling of a graph 𝐺 is an injective function: (𝐺) → {1, 2, . . . , |𝑉(𝐺)|} for every
pair of adjacent vertices 𝑢 and v, gcd of (𝑓(𝑢), 𝑓(V)) = 1. And the graph labeled with prime
numbers is called prime labeling graph
Prime Cordial Labeling
A prime cordial labeling of a graph 𝐺 where vertex set (𝐺) is a bijection𝑓’: (𝐺) → {1, 2, 3, 4,
. . . , |𝑉(𝐺)|} and if the induced function 𝑓: 𝐸(𝐺) → {0, 1} is defined by
𝑓’(𝑒 = 𝑢V) = 1, if gcd(𝑓 (𝑢) , 𝑓 (V)) = 1
= 0, otherwise,
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the number of edges labeled with 0 and edges labeled with 1 differ by at most 1. A graph
which labeled with prime cordial labeling is called a prime cordial graph.
Graceful labeling
A simple graph G(V,E) is called graceful if there exists an f:V(G)→{0,1,2,3….|E|} injection
such that the induced function f’: E(G)→{0,1,2,3,…. |E|} defined by f’(U,V)=|f(U)-f(V)|,(u,
v)ϵ E(G) is a n bijection . The injection f is called a graceful labeling of G. The values f (u),
f’ (u, v) are called graceful labels of the vertex U and the edge (U, V) respectively.
A cyclic decomposition of 𝐾2𝑞+1 is obtained as follows
1) Choose any graph G with graceful labeling.
2) Identify the edges of G with q suitable edges of 𝐾2𝑞+1 , where q=|E(G)|
3) Each vertex and each edge of G is rotated 2q times from the original position.

Wheel Labeling
The wheel 𝑊𝑛 is defined to be the join 𝐾1+ 𝐶𝑛.The vertex corresponding to𝐾1 is known as
apex and vertices corresponding to cycle are known as rim vertices while the edges
corresponding to cycle are known as rim edges.
4
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Bistar
The bi-star graph obtained by joining the center (apex) vertices of two copies of 𝐾1, by an
edge.
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Fan
̅̅̅̅
A fan graph 𝐹𝑚𝑛 is defined as the graph join ̅̅̅̅
𝐾𝑚 +𝑃𝑛 where is𝐾
𝑚 the empty graph on m nodes
and 𝑃𝑛 is the path graph with n nodes. The case m=1 corresponds to the usual fan graphs,
while m=2 corresponds to the double fan, and so on. Precomputed properties of fan graphs
are implemented in the Wolfram Language as Graphdata [{"FAN", {m, n}}]
𝐾4,1
𝐾2,3

Double Fan
The double fan DF𝑛 consists of two fan graphs that have a common path. In other words,
DF𝑛= 𝑃𝑛+ 𝐾2.The duplication of an edge𝑒 = 𝑢V of graph 𝐺.produces a new graph 𝐺'by
adding an edge 𝑒'= 𝑢'V' such that (𝑢') = (𝑢) ∪ {V'} − {V} and 𝑁 (V') = 𝑁 (V) ∪ {𝑢'} − {𝑢}.

FIBONACCI LABELLING
In graph theory, a graceful labeling of a graph with m edges is a labeling of its vertices with
some subset of the integers between 0 and m inclusive, such that no two vertices share a
label, and each edge is uniquely identified by the absolute difference between its endpoints,
such that this magnitude lies between 1 and m inclusive. A graph which admits a graceful
labeling is called a graceful graph.
The name "graceful labeling" is due to Solomon W. Golomb; this class of labelings was
originally given the name β-labeling by Alexander Rosa in a 1967 paper on graph labelings.
A major unproven conjecture in graph theory is the Graceful Tree conjecture or Ringel–
Kotzig conjecture, named after Gerhard Ringeland Anton Kotzig, which hypothesizes that
all trees are graceful. The Ringel–Kotzig conjecture is also known as the "graceful labeling
conjecture". Kotzig once called the effort to prove the conjecture a "disease".
Another weaker version of graceful labeling is the near graceful labeling, in which the
vertices can be labeled using some subset of the integers between 0 and m+1 inclusive, such
that no two vertices share a label, and each edge is uniquely identified by the absolute
difference between its endpoints, such that this magnitude lies between 1 and m+1 inclusive.
Graceful graph
Let G=(V,E) be a graph with q edges. A graceful labeling of G is an injective function
f:V→{0,1,2,···,q}such that the induced edge labeling f(uv)=|f(u)−f(v)| is a bijection from E
onto the set{1,2,···,q}.If a graph G admits a graceful labeling then G is called graceful
graph.
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The problem of characterizing all graceful graphs and the graceful tree are the conjecture
provided. The reason for different ways of labeling of graphs. Some variations of graceful
labeling are also introduced recently such as edge graceful labeling, Fibonacci graceful
labeling odd graceful labeling .For a detailed survey on graph labeling were find by Gallian .


Steps for Graceful Labeling of a graph
Use distinct nonnegative integers like {0,1,2,3,….,9} to label vertices no need to use

all
Each edge value is the absolute difference of the values on adjacent vertices
The adjacent 3 vertices should not be labeled with 0,1,2.
Values of edge must be distinct integers {1,2,3,…,9}.
The labeling of the vertices should be in the manner, where we get unique values to
each edge.
Example: Graph with 5 vertices and 8 edges.
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Graceful Labeling of cyclic graph Cn
According to S. P. Rao Hebbare, Graceful Cycles, Utilitas Mathematica, (1976) states
that steps for graceful labeling of Cycle graph 𝑐𝑛 is Graceful if n=4k or n=4k+3 for some
integer k≥0, And non-graceful if n=4k+1 or n=4k+2.
Non-graceful graphs: - If K=1 n=4K+1 then n=5 Or n=4K+2 = 6. Therefore C6 and C5
are non graceful graph.
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Graceful graph of 𝑲𝒎,𝒏
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𝐊 𝟒,𝟒
Fibonacci graceful graph
G is said to be Fibonacci graceful labeling if it is injective function f:V→{0,1,2,···,Fq} such
that the induced edge label in gf(u, v)=|f(u)−f(v)| is a bijection on to the set of
{F1,F2,F3···,Fq}. If a graph G contains a Fibonacci graceful labeling then G is a Fibonacci
graceful graph
The Fibonacci graceful labeling of K1, 6 and C6,
are as follow.

𝐾1,6

C6

The graph obtained by identifying a vertex of a cycle Cn with a vertex of cycle Cm is the
graph with |V | = m + n − 1, |E| = m + n and is denoted by <Cn: Cm>.
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The graph G =<Cn: Pk: Cm> is the graph obtained by identifying one end vertex of Pk with a
vertex of Cn and the other end vertex of Pk with a vertex of Cm.
 These introduced by Kathiresen and Amutha and proved that PkCm they assume
that F=1,F=2, F=3, F=4
 Kn is Fibonacci graceful if and only if (n≤3).
 If G is Eulerian and Fibonacci graceful then q≡0 (mod3).
 Every path Pn of length n is Fibonacci graceful.
 𝑃𝑛2 Is a Fibonacci graceful graph.
 Caterpillars are Fibonacci graceful.
 Cn is Super Fibonacci graceful if and only if n≡0 (mod3).
 Every fan Fn is Super Fibonacci graceful.
G is Fibonacci or Super Fibonacci graceful then its pendant edge extension G’ is also
graceful. If G1 and G2 are Super Fibonacci graceful in which no two adjacent vertices have
the labeling 1 and 2, then their union G1 G2 is alsoFibonacci graceful.
If G1 , G2 , .......,Gn are super Fibonacci graceful graphs in which no two adjacent vertices are
labeled with 1 and 2 then G1 , G2 , .......,Gn obtained by identifying the vertices having labels
0 is also a super Fibonacci graceful.
Some New Results On Fibonacci Graceful Graphs.
Theorem
Statement: Trees are Fibonacci graceful.
Proof: Consider a root vertex of tree T with minimum eccentricity and vertex v. Without loss
of generality level of tree T we initiate the labeling from left to right. Let 𝑝1 ,𝑝2 ,𝑝3 ,…….𝑝𝑛
be the children of v.
Define f: V (T)→{0,1,2,3,….𝐹𝑞 } in the following manner.
F (v) =0, f (𝑝1 ) =𝐹1
1
Now if p11i (1  i  t ) are children of p then

f ( p11i )  f ( p1 )  Fi 1, , 1  i  t
1
1
If there are r vertices at level two of p and out of these r vertices, r1 be the children of p11

then label them as follows,
1
1
f ( p11
i )  f ( p11 )  Ft 1i , , 1  i  r1
1
Let there are r2 vertices, which are children of p12
then label them as follows,

1
1
f ( p12
i )  f ( p12 )  Ft 1 r1 i , , 1  i  r2
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1
Following the same procedure to label all the vertices of a sub tree with root as p
2
3
n 1
We can assign label to each vertex of the sub tree with roots as p , p ,.......... p and define

f ( pi 1 )  Ffi 1, , where

F fi is the fi th Fibonacci number assign to the last edge of the tree

i
rooted at p .

n

Now for the vertex p . Define

f ( p n )  Fq

n

Let us denote pij , where i is the level of vertex and j is number of vertices at i

th

level . At

this stage one has to be cautious to avoid the repetition of vertex labels in right most
branches. For that we first assign vertex label to that vertex which is adjacent to Fq and is a
internal vertex of the path whose length is largest among all the paths whose origin is Fq (that
is, Fq is a root).without loss of generality we consider this path to Fq be a left most path to F
and continue label assignment from left to right as stated earlier.
n
If p1ni (1  i  s) be the children of p then define

f ( p1ni )  f ( p n )  Fq i , 1  i  s
n
If there are p2ni (1  i  b) vertices at level two of p and out of these b vertices, b1 be the
n
children of p11
. Then label them as follows.

f ( p2ni )  f ( p11n )  Fq  s i , , 1  i  b1

If there are b2 vertices, which children are of p12n then label them as follows.
f ( p12(b1 i ) )  f ( p12n )  Fq  s b1 i , 1  i  b2

We will also consider the situation when all the vertices of sub tree rooted at Fq is having all
the vertices of degree two after i th level then we define labeling as follows.
f ( pin1 )  f ( p(ni 1)1 )  (1)i 1 Fq 

(Labeled vertices in the branch)
n

Continuing in this fashion unless all the vertices a sub tree with root as p are labeled. Thus
we have labeled all the vertices of each level. That is, T admits Fibonacci Graceful Labeling.
That is, trees are Fibonacci graceful.
The following figure will proved better understanding of the above defined labeling pattern.
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Theorem
Statement:-The graph obtained by joining a vertex of C3m and a vertex of C3n by an edge
admits a Fibonacci graceful labeling.
Proof: - Let the graph G =< C3m : P2 : C3n> is obtained by joining a vertex of a cycle Cn with
a vertex of a cycle Cm by an edge.
Let the vertices of C3m and C3n in order be v0, v1, v2, · · · , v3m−1 and u0, u1, u2, · · · , u3n−1
respectively. Let uo and v0 be joined by an edge e. Then the vertex set of the graph is V = {v0,
v1, v2, · · ·, v3m−1, u0, u1, u2, · · · , u3n−1} and the number of edges of G is
|E| = q =3(m + n)+1
3(m Define f : V → {0, 1, 2, 3, · · · Fq } as follows:
F (𝑣0 ) = 0 and for i=1, 2, 3,……,3𝑚−1
Fi
F(vi) = {Fi + 1
Fi + 2

if i ≡ 1 (mod 3)
if i ≡ 2 (mod 3)
if i ≡ 0 (mod 3)

F (𝑢0 ) = Fq and for i=1,2,3,……,3n-1

Fq + 𝐹3𝑚+𝑖
F (ui) ={ Fq + 𝐹3𝑚+𝑖+1
Fq + F3m + i + 2

if i ≡ 1 (mod 3)
if i ≡ 2 (mod 3)
if i ≡ 0 (mod 3)

In view of the above defined labeling pattern f admits a Fibonacci graceful labeling for G.
That is, G is a Fibonacci graceful graph.
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Theorem: Show that the vertex of C3m and a vertex of C3n by a path P3 admit
Fibonacci graceful labeling.
Proof:- Let the graph G=<C3m:P3:C3n> is obtained by joining a vertex of a cycle C 3m
with a vertex of a cycle C3n by a path P3.
Let the vertices of C3m and C3n be (𝑣0 , 𝑣1 𝑣2 ,···,𝑣3𝑚−1 ) and 𝑢0 , 𝑢1 , 𝑢2 , … . . 𝑢3𝑛−1
respectively. Let 𝑢 0 and 𝑣0 be joined by a path 𝑃3 = 𝑢0 , 𝑤1 , 𝑣0 .Here
V= {𝑢0 , 𝑢1 , 𝑢2 , … … . , 𝑢3𝑚−1 𝑤1 , 𝑢0 , 𝑢1 , 𝑢2 , … … , 𝑢3𝑛−1 } and the number of edges of G is
|E|=q=3(m + n) + 2.
Define

f: V→ {0, 1, 2, 3,···,Fq} as follows:

f(𝑢0 )= 0; for i = 1, 2, 3, · · · , 3m − 1,
Fi
F (𝑣𝑖 ) ={Fi + 1
Fi + 2

if i ≡ 1 (mod 3)
if i ≡ 2 (mod 3)
if i ≡ 0 (mod 3)
;

F(𝑤1 ) =Fq ; f (𝑢0 ) = Fq-2 and for i=1,2,3,……,3n-1
𝐹𝑞−2 + 𝐹3𝑚+𝑖
if i ≡ 1 (mod 3);
if i ≡ 2 (mod 3)
F(ui) = { 𝐹𝑞−2 + 𝐹3𝑚+𝑖+1
𝐹𝑞−2 + F3m + i + 2
if i ≡ 0 (mod 3)
In view of the above defined labeling pattern F admits a Fibonacci graceful labeling of the
graph G. That is, G is a Fibonacci graceful graph.
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Prime Labeling Of Graphs
Introduction
The concept of prime labeling has attracted many researchers as the study of prime
numbers is of great importance because prime numbers are scattered and there are arbitrarily
large gaps in the sequence of prime numbers. Vaidya and Prajapati have investigated many
results on prime labeling. Same authors have discussed prime labeling in the context of
duplication of graph elements. Motivated through the concepts of prime labeling and cordial
labeling, a new concept termed as a prime cordial labeling was introduced by Sundaram
which contains blend of both the labeling. Network representations play an important role
in many domains of computer science, ranging from data structures and graph algorithms, to
parallel and distributed computing, and communication networks Traditional network
representations are usually global in nature. That is, in order to retrieve useful information,
one must access a global data structure representing the entire network. Massive graphs
are everywhere, from social and communication networks to the World Wide Web. The
geometric representation of the graph structure imposed on these data sets provides
a powerful aid to visualizing and understanding the data.
A graph G = (V, E) with n vertices is said to admit prime labeling if its vertices can be
labelled with distinct positive integers not exceeding, n such that the label of each pair of
adjacent vertices are relatively prime. A graph G which admits prime labeling is called a
prime graph and a graph G is said to be a strongly prime graph if for any vertex, v of G there
exists a prime labeling, f satisfying, f (v) = 1
The notion of prime labeling was introduced by Roger Entringer and was discussed in
a paper by Tout [7]. Two integers a and b are said to be relatively prime if their greatest
common divisor is 1. Relatively prime numbers play an important role in both analytic and
algebraic number theory. Many researchers have studied prime graph. Fu.H [3] has proved
that the path Pn on n vertices is a prime graph. Deretsky et al [2] have prove that the cycle Cn
on n vertices is a prime graph. Around 1980 Roger Etringer conjectured that all trees have
prime labeling which is not settled till today.
The Prime labeling for planar grid is investigated by Sundaram et al [6], Lee.S.et.al
[4] has proved that the wheel is a prime graph if and only if n is even. Duplication of a vertex
of a graph produces a new graph by adding a vertex with ). The graph obtained by duplicating
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all the vertices of a graph is called duplication of .graph, and S. K. Vaidhya and K. K.
Kanmani have proved that the graphs obtained by identifying any two vertices, duplicating
arbitrary vertex and switching of any vertex in cycle admit prime labeling. The helm is a
graph obtained from a wheel by attaching a pendant edge at each vertex of the n-cycle. The
crown graph is obtained from a cycle by attaching a pendent edge at each vertex of the ncycle. The gear graph is, the graph obtained from wheel = by subdividing each edge incident
with the apex vertex once. In [5] Meena and Vaithilingam have proved that the graphs
obtained by identifying any two vertices, duplicating any arbitrary vertex and switching any
vertex in Helm graph admit prime.

Theorem
Statement:- Let n1 and n2 be two even positive integers such that n1 + n2 + 3 = p where p
and p−2 are twin primes. Then the graph G=<Wn1:Wn2> is a prime graph.
Proof: Let u1 ,u2,· · ·,un1 be the consecutive rim vertices of Wn1 and v1,v2,· · · ,vn2 be the
consecutive rim vertices of Wn2. Let u0 and v0 be the apex vertices of Wn1 and Wn2
respectively which are adjacent to a new common vertex w.
Define f: V→ {1, 2, 3, · · ·,|V|} as follows:
f(ui)=1+ i, ∀i =0,1,2,· · ·,n1;
f(v0)=p;
f(v j)=1+ n1+ j, ∀j =1,2,3,· · ·,n2 and
f(w)=p −1.
Then clearly f is an injection.
For an arbitrary edge e=ab of G we claim that gcd(f (a),f (b)) = 1.
To prove our claim the following cases are to be considered.
1] If e is an edge of Wn1 then we have the following possibilities:
a} If e = u juj+1 for some j ∈{1,2,· · ·,n1− 1} then
gcd( f (u j), f (u j+1)) = gcd (1 + j,1 + j + 1) =gcd( j + 1, j + 2) = 1 as j + 1 and j + 2 are
consecutive positive integers;
b} If e = un1 u1 then gcd( f (un1 ), f (u1)) =gcd(n1+ 1,2) = 1 as n1+ 1 is an odd integer;
c} If e = u0u j for some j ∈{1,2,· · ·,n1} then gcd( f (u0), f (u j)) =gcd(1, j + 1) = 1.
2] If e = u0w then gcd( f (u0), f (w)) =gcd(1, p − 1) = 1.
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3] If e=v0w then gcd( f (v0), f (w)) =gcd( p, p − 1) = 1 as p and p − 1 are consecutive positive
integers.

4] If e is an edge of Wn2 then we have the following possibilities:
a} If e=𝑣𝑗 𝑣𝑗+1 for some j ∈{1,2,3,· · ·,n2− 1} then gcd ( f (vj), f (vj+1)) =
gcd(1 + n1+ j,1 + n1+ j +1)= 1 as 1 + n1+ j and 1 + n1+ j + 1
are consecutive positive integers.
b} If e = vn2v1 then gcd(f(vn2), f(v1)) = gcd(1 + n1 + n2,n1 + 2) =
gcd( p− 2,n1+ 2) = 1 as p− 2 is a prime number greater than n1+ 2;
C} If e =𝑣0 𝑣𝑗 for some j ∈ {1,2,· · · ,𝑛2 } then gcd( f (𝑣0 ), f (𝑣𝑗 ))=
gcd( p,1 +n1+j) = 1 as p is a prime number greater than 1 +n1+j.
Thus in each of the possibilities the graph G under consideration admits a prime labeling. i.e.
G is a prime graph.
Figure : A Prime labeling of <W10 :W6> is shown.

Theorem
Statement:-If n1 ≥ 4 is an even integer and n2 ∈ N then the disjoint union of the wheel Wn1
and the path graph Pn2 is a prime graph.
Proof :- Let u0 be the apex vertex, u1,u2,· · · ,un1 be the consecutive rim vertices of Wn1 and
v1,v2,· · · ,vn2 be the consecutive vertices of Pn2 . Let G be the disjoint union of Wn1 and Pn2 .
Define f :V→ {1,2,3,· · ·,|V|} as follows:
f (ui)=1+ i, ∀i =0,1,2,· · ·,n1; and f (v j)= n1+1+ j, ∀j =1,2,3,· · ·,n2.
Then obviously f is an injection.
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For an arbitrary edge e=ab of G we claim that gcd(f (a),f (b)) = 1 due to following reasons:
1] If e is an edge of 𝑊𝑛1 such that e=𝑢0 𝑢𝑖 for some i€{1,2,3,···,𝑛1 } then gcd(f(𝑢0 ),f(𝑢𝑖 ))=
gcd(1,f(𝑢𝑖 ))=1;
2] If e is an edge of 𝑊𝑛1 such that e=𝑢𝑖 𝑢𝑖+1 for some i€{1,2,3,··,𝑛1 −1}then
gcd(f(𝑢𝑖 ),f(𝑢𝑖+1 ))=gcd(1+i,1+i+1)=1as every pair of consecutive positive integers are
relatively prime;
3] If e is an edge of 𝑊𝑛1 such that e=𝑢𝑛1 𝑢1 then gcd(f(𝑢𝑛1 ),f(𝑢1 ))=gcd(𝑛1 +1,2)=1 because
𝑛1 +1 is an integer.
4.]If e is an edge of 𝑝𝑛2 such that e=𝑣𝑖 𝑣𝑗+1 for some j∈{1,2,···,𝑛2 −1}. then
are consecutive
gcd(f(𝑣𝑗 ),f(𝑣𝑗+1 ))=gcd(𝑛1 +1+j,𝑛1 +1+j+1)=1 as 𝑛1 +1+j and 𝑛1 +1+j+1
positive integers.
Thus in each of the possibilities the graph G under consideration admits a prime labeling and
therefore G is a prime graph.
Example :-Here we are taking a example for Prime Labelling Of the Disjoint Union Of 𝑊8
And 𝑃6 is Shown below figure.
Figure :-The disjoint union of 𝑊8 and 𝑃6 and its prime labeling.

Here we are examine another graph disjoint union of 𝐶6 and 𝑃4 .
3
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PRIME LABELLING OF TREE
Around 1980 Entringer conjectured that all trees have a prime labeling. Among the
classes of trees known to have prime labeling are paths, stars, caterpillars, complete binary
trees, spiders and all trees of order less than 16. We give a sufficient condition for a tree to
have a prime labeling which would determine several families of prime trees. We also
investigate prime labeling of special classes of banana trees. Other graphs with prime labeling
include all cycles 𝐶𝑛 and the disjoint union of 𝐶2𝑘 . The complete graph 𝐾𝑛 does not have a
prime labeling for n≥4 and the wheel 𝑊𝑛 with n spokes is prime if and only if n is even we
study the prime labelling of some join graphs and product graphs, namely,
𝐶𝑛+𝑚𝑘1 , 𝑃𝑛+𝑚𝑘1 , 𝑃𝑛 × 𝑃2 , 𝑃𝑛 × 𝑃3 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐾1𝑛 × 𝑃2 .
2.6. Results Proved On Labeling Of Tree
Entringer conjectured that every tree is prime. In below theorems we give a sufficient
condition for a tree to have prime labeling. We also add a few special classes of banana trees
to the list of prime labelled trees.
Theorem
Statement:-Let T be any tree with vertex set V having n vertices, n ≥ 3. Let A = {v €V
│deg(v) ≠ 1} and B = {u € A │ u is adjacent to pendent vertices}. If │A│≤ │P(1, n)│ +1
and │B│≤│P(n/2, n)│+ 1 , then T has a prime labeling, where P(t, s) is the set of all primes x
such that t<x≤s.
Proof:-Let │A│ = r and │B│=s. Clearly s ≤ r. Let B = {𝑢1 𝑢2 , … . . , 𝑢𝑠 ) and
A= {𝑢1 𝑢2 , … . , 𝑢𝑠, 𝑣1 , 𝑣2 , … … , 𝑣𝑟−𝑠 }. Clearly V \ A is the set of all pendent vertices in T.
Since │B│≤│P(n/2, n)│+1 and │A│≤│P(1, n)│+1, we can define an injective function
f: V→{1, 2, . . ., n} such that f(B) ⊆{1} ∪P(n/2, n), f(A\B) ⊆{1} ∪ P(1, n) \ f(B) and
f(V \ A) = {1, 2,.. ., n} \ f(A). For any edge xy of the tree T, both x and y cannot be in V \ A.
If x €V \ A, then y € B and hence GCD (f(x), f(y)) =1 since f(y) is either 1 or a prime > n/2. If
x, y € A, then also GCD (f(x), f(y)) =1 since both are prime. Hence T is prime U
Example:- Consider the tree T given in Figure 2.1 Here n = 44, B = {𝑢1 𝑢2 , … . . , 𝑢6 } A=
{𝑣1 , 𝑣2 , 𝑣3 ,𝑣4 , 𝑢1 , 𝑢2 , … … . 𝑢6 } │A│= 10 and│B│= 6. Then │P(1, n)│=14 and
│P(n/2, n
)│= 6. Hence it satisfies the conditions given in Theorem 2.5.1 and a prime labeling is given
to T.
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Theorem.
Statement :- For n >2 the double fan 𝑃𝑛 + 2𝐾1 has a prime labeling if and only if n is odd.
Proof :- First we shall prove the sufficient part. The graph G =𝑃𝑛 + 2𝐾1 has a prime labeling
when n = 1 or 2 as shown in below figure .
2

2

1

1

3

3

4

Let n> 2 be any odd integer. Now G has m= n+2 vertices namely, u and w of 2𝑘1 and Vi of
the path 𝑝𝑛 , i = 1, 2, ... , n. Since in odd, m = 2k—1 for some integer k and by assumption,
there always exists a prime p such that k≤p≤ m. We define a vertex labeling function f as
follows:
f(u)= 1, f(w)=p and
f(𝑉𝑖 )

p —i

for i=1,2,. . .,p-2

m+p-i-1 for i=p-1, p, p+1,…..,n.
Then GCD (f(u), f(𝑉𝑖 )) = GCD(1, f(𝑉𝑖 )) = 1 and GCD (f(w), f(Vi)) =GCD(p, f(Vi)) = 1, since
p is prime and f(𝑉𝑖 ) <2p for i = 1, 2,... , n. For i = 1,2,. . ., p-3,
GCD(f(Vi), f(V𝑖 + 1 ))
= GCD (p- i, p-i+1) = 1. For i= p-1, p, p+1, . . . , n-1,
GCD (f(v), f(v 1 )) =
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GCD(m+p-i-i, m+p-i) =1. Also GCD (f(𝑉𝑝−2),f(𝑉𝑝−1))= GCD(2, m) = 1 since m is odd.
Hence the double fan G =(𝑃𝑛 + 2𝑘1 ) has a prime labeling when n is odd. The necessary part
follows from the fact that
β(𝑃𝑛 + 2𝐾1 ) =(n+1)/2 = [(n+2)/2] only if n is odd. Thus
the theorem is proved.

Example : Prime labeling of 𝑃15 + 2𝑘1 as shown in above Figure .
2.7 APPLICATION OF GRAPH LABELLING
Here several applications are listed out. For each kind of application, depending on
problem scenario a kind of graph is used for representing the problem. A suitable labeling is
applied on that graph in order to solve the problem. Starting from establishing fast,
efficient communication various issues are discussed.
1) Designing Fault Tolerant Systems with Facility Graphs
In this application the network is represented in the form of a facility graph. A facility graph
is a graph G whose nodes represent system facilities and whose edges represent access links
between facilities. A facility here is said to be a hardware or software components of
any system that can fail independently. Hardware facilities include control units, arithmetic
processors, storage units and input/output equipments. Software facilities include compilers,
application programs, library routines, operating systems etc. Since each facility can
access some other facilities, the real time systems are represented as a facility graph.
Facility types are indicated by numbers in parentheses which is termed as graph vertex
labeling. The graph indicates the types of facilities accessed by other facilities. The node x1
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accesses the nodes x2 and x4. Similarly, the node x5 with facility type t1 access the facility
types t3, t1 and t2 of nodes x3, x2 and x4 respectively. In this facility graph whenever any
node fails no need to worry about the communication link because here the facility graph find
out another path and communication process done as well as before.
2) Automatic channel allocation for small wireless local area network.
To find an efficient way, safe transmissions are needed in areas such as Cellular telephony,
Wi-Fi, Security systems and many more. It is unpleasant being on the phone and getting
someone else on the same line. This inconvenience is given by interferences caused
by unconstrained simultaneous transmissions. Two close enough channels can interfere or
resonate thereby damaging communications. The interference can be avoided by means of a
suitable channel assignment.
3) Avoiding Stealth Worms by Using Vertex Covering Algorithm
The importance of finding the worm propagation is to hinder them in real time. The main
idea applied here is to find a minimum vertex cover in the graph whose vertices are the
routing servers and the edges are the connections between the routing servers. Then an
optimal solution is found for worm propagation.
4) Effective Communication in Social Networks by Using Graphs
Social networks are the communication networks that are built around people. Traditional
social networks and modern social networks are two such kind.
4.1 Traditional social networks
The traditional networks are used for identifying importance of people or groups. A person
having many connections to other people may be considered relatively important. Likewise, a
person at the center of a network would seem to be more influential than someone at the edge
is the disadvantage of these networks. To overcome the drawbacks of traditional social
networks modern social networks are introduced as online communities.
4.2 Online communities
Internet has been the ability to allow people to exchange information with each other by
means of user to- user messaging systems. The best known of these systems is e-mail, which
has been around ever since the Internet came to life.
An important contribution to social network analysis came from socio grams. A socio
gram can be seen as a graphical representation of a network: people are represented by dots
(called vertices) and their relationships by lines connecting those dots (called edges).
Like above applications some other applications listed below





Analyzing Communication Efficiency in sensor networks with Voroin Graph
Reducing the Complexity of Algorithms in Compression Networks
Graph Labelling in Communication Relevant to Adhoc Networks
Secure Communication in Graph
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By Using Key Graphs
Identification of Routing Algorithm with Short Label Names
Automatic Routing with labeling
Security with reducing the packet size using labeling schema
Fast Communication in sensor networks Using Radio Labelling.

CONCLUSION
We investigate some results corresponding to prime labeling and some results
corresponding to Fibonacci graceful labeling and some results corresponding to prime
labeling of tree graphs. Analogous results can be derived for other graph families and in the
context of deferent graph labeling problems with the given condition. Here we applied the
conditions given in the theorem of prime labeling of graph and prime labeling of tree to the
various graphs and we are successful to draw the graph with the given conditions. Graph
Labelling is powerful tool that makes things ease in various fields of networking as said
above.
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